LIVING UNDER HITLER’S NAME

NEW from ZDF Enterprises is the 50-minute documentary The Hitler Family: In The Shadow Of The Dictator, which makes use of newly discovered and previously unpublished material to create a comprehensive portrait of Hitler and his family. For the first time on film, some of Hitler’s closest living relatives share their memories of the Nazi leader, and their abiding fears of revenge as blood kin. The documentary also features interviews with Hitler’s sister Paula and his nephew Willy, as well as glimpses into the Hitler family memoirs and photo albums.

Also from ZDF’s documentary catalogue comes Michelangelo, a 60-minute film exploring the dedication and anxieties of the great artist. ZDF is also prioritising two crime series: Soko Koln (Cologne PD), a 53 x 43 mins series that follows a team of police run by a woman; and Der Ermittler (The Investigator), a 42 x 60 mins series that centres on a homicide detective based in Hamburg.